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Parametric Estimation for a Simple Branching Diffusion Process 
REG KULPERGER* 
Carleton University, Ottuwn, Canada+ 
Communicated by D. R. Blillinger 
A simple branching diffusion process is given as an elementary model of 
spatial evolution. A parametric estimation theory is presented for this model. 
As side results, a spatial central limit theorem and spatial strong law of large 
numbers are also obtained. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In biological and genetical populations, and some other types of physical 
phenomena, individuals move about in some space, give birth, and die. A 
particular model which gives rise to such stochastic evolutionary behavior is a 
simple branching diffusion model. 
This paper considers the problem of estimating the parameters of this process. 
Instead of considering limit theorems as 7, the age of the process, tends to 
infinity, one may consider observing the process on a large set A C Rd, at fixed 
times 7r ,..., Q , possibly unknown. If {X(t, x): t > 0, x E Rd} is the stochastic 
evolutionary process and times 7r ,..., 7L are given, then (X(x) = (X(7,, LV),..., 
X(T~ , x)): x E Rd} is called an L time slice version of the stochastic evolutionary 
process. An estimate of the parameters of the L time slice version yields an 
estimate of the parameters of the evolutionary process. If L > 2, then even the 
age of the evolutionary process can be estimated. Under certain conditions on A, 
the estimate is shown to be asymptotically normal, with rate of convergence and 
limiting convariance explicitly given. 
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2. THE SIMPLE BRANCHING DIFFUSION PROCESS 
This process is also described by Dawson and Ivanoff [4]. The simple branching 
diffision process is a Markov particle system in which particles move inde- 
pendently in Rd according to Brownian motion. The process is described as 
follows: 
(a) Brownian spatial motion. Each particle is assumed to perform an 
independent Brownian motion in Rd, with probability transition density function 
p, until time of branching, given by 
p(t, x, y) = (2~rp’pt)-+~ exp{- ] x - y j2/2pt}. 
The parameter p > 0 is called the diffsion rate, and t 2 0 is time. 
(b) Bran&g rate. Th e probability that a given particle branches in the 
interval [t, t + At) is VAt + o(dt) and independent of other time intervals. 
That is, the time to first branch, for a given particle, is an exponential random 
variable, with mean V-l. V > 0 is called the branching rate. 
(c) Binary branching mechanism. When a particle branches, it dies with 
probability 1 - 01 and is replaced by two offspring particles at the same location 
with probability CA The two descendants then act independently. 
The simple branching diffusion immigration, (SBDI) process is described by 
(a)-(c) above, and 
(d) Immigration. Suppose at time 0 there are no particles present, but 
that immigrants arrive according to a Poisson process on R+ x Rd with immigra- 
tion rate r > 0. 
Let m = V(1 - 2m) = death rate minus birth rate. The process is subcritical 
if m > 0, critical if m = 0, and supercritical if m < 0. 
Kulperger [6] extends Proposition 5.2.1 of Dawson and Ivanoff [4] to obtain 
recursive formulas for the intensity functions of the SBDI process for multiple 
times. In particular, second-order spectral density functions are then obtained 
for an L time slice version of the SBDI process. For times 0 < or < 72 , these are 
given by 
cwY~*.71(~ I 0) = yM+d + 2 Var I’ se-ms ds, if m+pjh12=0 
= rM(,l.m) + 2 Var 
wbl,m) - Ms,,zm+b++l 
m+flhT ’ 
if m + p I h I2 # 0, (2.la) 
and 
L1.$ I 0) = f71.T10( I 0) W--Wm + P I X I”)b” - 4, (2.lb) 
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where f(h 1 0) d enotes the dependence of the process on the parameter, and 
where 
M 
1 - e-m’ 
(7.112) = m ’ m # 0, 
7, m = 0. 
The first-order intensity function of an L time slice version is given by the vector 
3. MIXING AND SOME LIMIT THEOREMS FOR POINT PROCESSES ON Rd 
In the case of the SBDI process, an L time slice version is an L-dimensional 
point process on Ra with no multiple points. In this section, let X = {X(x) = 
(X,(x),..., X,(x)): x E R*) be an L-dimensional point process on lid, with no 
multiple points. As in Brillinger [2], cumulants for a point process may be 
defined via generating functionals. A joint lth factorial cumulant density denoted 
by 
fat cumzK&&., .X&Z>) = 4al.....a,(x1 ,..., XZ), 
where 1 < ai < L, xi E Rd. If the point process is stationary, then the cumulant 
densities are translation invariant. One may then write, abusing notation, 
4% ,.... &I ,..a, xz) FE qax ,..., &l - x2 Y...l x2-1 - Xl>. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A stationary L-dimensional point process X on Rd is called 
Brillinger mixing (B mixing) if 
(a) for all I 3 2, 
and 
lb) J-R~ I x I I qa,a,(x)I dx < ~0. 
DEFINITION 3.2. The B-mixing point process Xon Rd is said to be Brillinger 
mixing of order k if, for all I > 2, 
Kulperger [6] showed that anyL time slice version of the SBDI process satisfies 
the above two mixing conditions. 
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In the following, X is B-mixing unless otherwise stated. 
Let N,(A) = number of particles, of type a, in A, 1 < a <L, and N,‘(A) = 
number of individuals in A at time 7 for the SBDI process. Let N(A) = 
(N,(A),..., N,(A)), and for a given L time slice version, 
There are many ways in which A 1 Rd. If A contains a neighborhood of zero, 
AT = TA t R* as T -+ co through the reals. The limit theorems below are 
given in terms of the parameter T for such A, unless otherwise stated. A is 
assumed to be compact. 
THJXOREM 3.1 (Brillinger [2, Theorem 11). (i) Under condition (a) of B-k&g, 
if A t Rd through convex sets, then 
1 A l-1/2 (# - 
P1) 3 NLe(0,f,r&(24d), (3.1) 
where f,,(h) is the second-order spectral density. 
(ii) If Xis B-mixing, then (3.1) holds as T -+ co with A replaced by AT, and 
A satisfying 
I I XA(X + 4 - x&I dx d K I 21 I, 
for some constant K. 
The conditions on A in the above theorem are just to obtain the explicit rate 
of convergence and the special limiting covariance. 
THEOREM 3.2 (Strong Law of Large Numbers). Suppose X is a B-mixing 
point process. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.l(ii), 
N(A,)/I AT j ---f pr a.s. as T + co, 
where pr is the first-order intensity function. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, Xis one-dimensional. Let (Q, 9, P) be the 
probability space on which X is defined, and 
KnST = cum,(N(Ar)/I AT I - pr} = O(Td(l-“)), if n>2 
= 0, if n=l. 
It then follows that 
WWWI AT I - ~,)3 = OPd). 
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That is, there exist constants Kl and T, such that 
WN(A,)/I AT I -PI)"> G GITZd, for all T > Tl . 
For each n E N, it follows from Jensen’s Inequality that 
f'(IN(AT)/I ATI -pp,14 > l/n) G n4GIT", for all T > Tl . (3.2) 
Let S,,, = {m: I(WAT)II AT I)(W) -PI I b l/4- 
f P{S,,,} < 00, since 2d > 1. 
k=[ro]+l 
kEN 
Therefore, by the Borel-Cantelli Lemma, for each n, 
p{sn,k i.o.} = 0. 
Let N, be the exceptional set. Then N = U,“r N, is a null set, and if w E G/N, 
WTYI AT I ( w + 1 P r as T + co through the integers. For arbitrary T, let 
Tl = [T], and T2 = [T] + 1. Then, since Xis a point process, 
Thus 
and if w E G/N, the extremes in (3.3) converge to p, . Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY TO THEOREMS 3.1 AND 3.2. (i) For each 0 < 71 < +.* < TV, 
A as in Theorem 3.l(ii), 
5 NJ& CWd(<Ti,7j(0 I W>, as T - *, 
where (f,*,,,(A j f3)) is giwen in (2.1). 
(ii) For each T > 0, N,‘(AT)/I AT I -+ YM(,,,) a.s. as T + 03. 
Tapers may be introduced, as in Brillinger [l]. 
Assumption on Tapers 
Let h be a nonnegative bounded function on Rd, have support A, and satisfy, 
with some constant K, 
I 
1 h(x + u) - h(x)1 dx < K I u I. 
Rd 
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For each T > 0, h(./T) has support A, = TA. As in real time series, one 
works with the tapered data h(x/T) X(x). I p t’ n ar KU ar, the process is observed on 1 
A,. Let 
H,(h) = J” hi e-ich-z> dx, 
where (‘, .) is the usual inner product on Rd. 
Consider the random finite Fourier transform, 
d:‘(A) = f h(x/T) e-i(“05)X(dx) - / h(x/T) e-i<A*z) dx G(T) 
where ii(T) = NATYI AT I, is the estimate of the first-order intensity function 
obtained in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. 
THEOREM 3.3 (Brillinger [l]). Let h, ,..., h, be distinct, nonzero, elements in 
Rd, such that hi f hj # 0 f07 i # j. Tha @‘(h,) ,..., &)(hJ are asymptotically 
independently normally distributed as T -+ co, with 
T-“‘“@‘(h) % N,“(O, (2~r)~H~(O)f,&h)). 
Proof (Sketch). (i) cum,(T-“/2 &r)(h)} = 0. 
(ii) COV{T-~‘“~~T’(II), T-d’2d~~‘(r)} = (297)%,,(h) H,(T(/\ - y)) + 0( T-l) 
Note that Hs( T(A - r)) -+ 0 as T -+ co, if h - y  # 0, by the Riemann-Lebesque 
Lemma. 
(iii) cumr(T-d’2&:)(hi1),..., T-d’2&T’(hjJ} = 0( Td(1--1’2)), 1 3 3. 
The big 0 terms in (ii) and (iii) are uniform in the frequencies. 
If  the process X is also Brillinger mixing of order 1, the right-hand side of (iii) 
may be replaced by 
(iv> W9d~~,.....a, (A. 31 - Aj,J H,(T($ + se. + A,,)) Td’1-z’2’ 
+ O( pal-Z/2)-1), 
where 0( Td(1-z/2)-1) is uniform in the h’s, andf,l,...,,z is an lth order spectral 
density function. Q.E.D. 
Brillinger [l] also gives a theorem for several random Fourier transforms near 
the same frequency. 
Define the periodogram to be the random L x L matrix 
fg?(X) = (2W)-“H2(o)-‘&?(4 &?(A)“, 
where * is complex conjugate transpose. 
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COROLLARY TO THEOREM 3.3. If h # 0, f(n(A) + W,c(l,fXX(A)), as 
T + co, where W,C is a complex Wishart distribution on L x L Hermitian matrices. 
4. PARAMETRIC ESTIMATION FOR THE SBDI PROCESS 
4.1. Asymptotic Likelihood 
Consider a one-time slice version of the SBDI process. The parameter is 
(m, V, p, r, r), where r is the time. Since there is a time-scale dependence in the 
parameter, Q- is assumed to be known. Let 
O7 = {(m, V, p, r): V, p, r E R+, -V < m < v) 
be the parameter space, and let 0’ E 0, be the true parameter value. 
Under the conditions of Theorem 3.3, 
independently, j = l,..., k, wheref,,,(h 1 6) is the second-order spectral density 
function given in (2.1 a), with explicit dependence on 0 shown. For convenience, 
the subscript T, r is now dropped. Using the limiting distributions in place of the 
correct ones, an approximate or asymptotic likelihood function may be written, 
namely, 
L(B 1 f(n(X,),...,f(n(X,)) = - g1 (logf(4 14 + A;;(;) I. (4.1.1) 
The SBDI process is isotropic; that is 
Iv I 4 = f(r I 8 if IhI = 171. 
In (4.1 .l), one would like to choose k = ST, A, = Aj( T) as functions of T, 
recalling that the process is observed on A, . Thus (4.1 .l) suggests 
where ST = @Td], and p > 0, 4 > 0 are experimental parameters, and 
A, = (s, o,..., 0) E Rd. (b determines the spacing of the frequencies used in (4.1.2). 
Let 
A(& 16) = - 1’ ]logf(h, 1 0) + ;kx \ F; 1 dx, where A, = (x, O,..., 0) E Rd. 
It can be shown that A(0; 18) has a unique maximum at 0’ in 0, . 
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PROPOSITION 4.1.1. Let K be a compact set in 0, . 
(i) Suppose, for some h, # 0, the taper satisfies 1 H,( Th)l < con&/T / A, j, 
fi all 1 X / > 1 X, j. Then for all E, 7 > 0, there exists T,,(E, N, K) such that 
“6~; I IT; P, 4) - 4e; B)l b 4 < ?, for all T > T,, . 
(ii) If the taper is h = X, , A = I7[-b, , b,], b, = QT, then 
fOYlp = * 07 1. Thus SUpopK 1 Lyo;p,(b) - n(o;p)s)i -+*. 0 m T-t cx). 
Proof. (i) is obtained by Chebyshev’s inequality. 
(ii) Bounds on cumulants are obtained as in Theorem 4.1.2 by the method 
of Leonov and Shiryaev [7]. Th en using Jensen’s Inequality (3.2) in the proof 
of Theorem 3.2, the Borel-Cantelli Lemma, and some continuity properties, 
the result will follow. Q.E.D. 
Note that (a/ad) A(r)@?; p, 4) is a well-defined random variable. 
COROLLARY TO PROPOSITION 4.1 .l. (i) Under condition (i) of Proposition 
4.1.1, there exists u toot &of (ape) s-ye; p, $1 such that 8, -+w 8' 0s T -+ a-3. 
(ii) Under condition (ii) of Proposition 4.1.1, 8, -+.a. 8’ as T -+ 03. 
Remarks. (i) In some applications, one may need an unbounded interval of 
spectral frequencies to distinguish between parameter values. In this case, one 
may use a standardized spectral density g(h 1 0) = f (A 1 e)/p, where 
p = hif(x I e) = (2+pi. 
Letting ST = 0( P+8), 0 < 6 < (1 A #)/2, 
+ f(T)(X,/Tm) . 1 
(2?~)~j3~(T) g&/T” I 0) - ’ (*’ 
and 
n(s;~=~)=-%fiOgg(~,Ie)+g~-lldr, 
z 
the obvious analog of Proposition 4.1.1 holds. However, in the example con- 
sidered here, using (*), one cannot estimate Y directly. Kulperger [5] studied this 
case. 
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(ii) The existence of a consistent m.1.e. is similar to the iid random variable 
case. 
In the rest of this paper, it is assumed that h = xA with A = n[--br , b,], 
4 = W. It is called a rectangular taper. 
II,(A) = II,(X) = Jj J~je-i@dx 
In particular, if h = (A, , 0 ,..., 0), A1 # 0, 
H,(A) = fi (2b,) * 2 si;yJ . 
2 
If A1 # 0, A1 = 0 (mod I), then H,(X) = 0. 
For ease of notation, write 0 = (m, V, p, r) = (0, ,@, , es, f3.J. Recall 8’ is 
the true parameter value. 
THEOREM 4.1.2. (i) E((a/ae) A(~+9’; 8, #)} = 0( T-1). 
(ii) p/2 ($ (I(T)(#; /?, 9) - E ($ AcT)(B’; fl, 4))) L N(O, V(& 8)>, 
as T-CO. 
where 
and where 
In addition V is positive definite. 
(iii) If rj = 1, d = 1, and since the process is Brillinger mixing of order 1, 
where 
.3 ~(0, v(e, 8) + wt m as T-m, 
kfc, I et) & iogf(h I e3fv2 , 4, -4 I 0 dx 45 
k 
and where f  (4) is a fourth-order spectral density function. 
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Proof. (i) This follows from parts (i) and (ii) in the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
(ii) Consider a joint Zth cumulant of P12(a/8e) fl(r)(B’; p, d), 1 3 3. 
KL = cumr 
I 
T*J2$- 
31 
F-)(0’; p, r,b) ,..., Tb’2 &F’(B’; /3, 4)) 
31 
(4.1.3) 
Cumulants of products of random variables must be computed. To do this, 
one may use Leonov and Shiryaev’s [7] calculus of cumulants (see also Brillinger 
[3, p. 211). The table of indices arising from (4.1.3) or (4.1.4) may be written as 
either Table I or Table II. 
TABLE I TABLE II 
-5 -S1 (1, 1) (La 
s2 -% (2, 1) c&2) 
$1 -sz (3: 1) K 2) 
Consider an indecomposable partition (Brillinger [3]), P = (PI ,..., P,>, and 
let C(P,) be the joint cumulant of the random variables with indices in P, . 
Leonov and Shiryaev’s theorem then gives 
JG = ,=,,z* 
I*...*P,) 
T-1”‘2 c” .a. ; I”I & logf (& 1 6”) 
S1'l Q-1 ?a?=1 
(4.1.5) 
where Z* denotes the sum over all indecomposable partitions P of Table II. I f  
a partition element Pi is of size 1, then by part (i) of the proof of Theorem 3.3, 
C(P,) = 0. Thus only partitions with no elements of size 1 need be considered. 
To obtain a bound on KI , it suffices to consider each indecomposable partition 
separately. Consider the indecomposable partition [ID = {Pl,1 ,..., Plsk , PI,..., P,,], 
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where Pl,l ,..., 
all n, > 3. 
PI,* are sets of size 2, and PI ,..., Pi, are of size nr ,..., nio , with 
Consider the case k # 0. By parts (ii) and (iii) of the proof of Theorem 3.3, 
the term from (4.1.5) is bounded by 
const *-z”‘2 s$l *** g1 I Wl,l)l .** I Wl,k)I I C(P,)I ... I C(P&)l 
1 1 
where < means smaller than or equal to in order of magnitude. Note that 
C?(l - nJ2) = i. - $(2(Z - k)) < (2(Z - k)/3) - (I - k) = -(I - k)/3. By 
part (ii) of the proof of Theorem 3.3, using the special taper, C(P,,J is of the 
form 
where Pl,i is of the form {si, , So,}, {si, , -siz}, {-si, , sdg}, or {-sil , -$}, and 
si, # si, . Consider the case 4 = 1. Since &tsi, & si, is an integer 
w+,,l+.,*) = 0, if *si, * si, # 0. 
Let ui = C Pl,i = sum of &sj’s in Pl,i. If k # I, then z+ ,..., uk are linearly 
independent, and if k # 1, then C ui = 0, but u1 ,..., uk-i are linearly inde- 
pendent. Therefore (4.1.6) can be bounded by 
const T-z/2T-d(z-k)/3 2 *** cc a** 1 1 C(P,,,)I *em I C(P,,,)I 
% % *jl Sjlmk 
where 
If 
= O(T-d'l-k'/3T-Z/2T'Z-k)+(a(l-k)), 
6(Z - k) = 1 if Z = k, 
= 0 if Z # k. 
If 
d > 3, (4.1.7) < 0(T1-z/2) -+ 0 if Z>3. 
If 
d = 2, (4.1.7) = O(T1-z/2) if k=Z, 
= O(T-W) if k # 1. 
z > 3, (4.1.7) 4 0 as T-+m. 
(4.1.7) 
683/9/1-S 
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If 4 = $, then 
and so (4.1.6) can be bounded by something tending to zero if I > 3. 
In case K = 0, then (4.1.6) is bounded by 
O( T-Z6/2Td(2/3Z--1)TZ9), since 1 < is < 2131, 
g qpw--d/3)) 
--+ 0, if +=l if dZ2, 
= i if d=l. 
In case 4 = 1, d = 1, finer bounds must be used instead of (4.1.6). This is 
done by using part (iv) of the proof of Theorem 3.3, in the same manner as part 
(ii) of that proof is used in (4.1.7). This proves part (iii) of Theorem 4.1.2. 
Calculation of the covariance terms is straightforward. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.1.3. Let 4, be a consistent root of (a/CX3)A(T)(~;/?,~). Then 
(i) Td12(& - 6’) --+D N(0, V-l), where 
+=1 ;f d>2, 
=$ if d=l, 
and where V is given in Theorem 4.1.2. 
(ii) P”(6, - 0’) --GN(O, V-l(V + W)V-‘), us T-+ co, if+ = 1 and 
d= 1. 
Proof. By Taylor’s Theorem with remainder 
T”‘2 ; A(=)@‘; /3,+) = T”12 a; NJ&; p, $) 
- 
( 
---!- /P(O;F ; ,!I, 4)) T”‘2(8r - t?‘), Mj ae, 
whereI@,*-&] <It?‘-&j.S ince 08 +pr B’, it can be shown that 
.d- mye; ; 8, 4) -% vjk(e’; j3) 
ire, ae, as T+ co. 
For YE R4, 
YVY = 1’ (Y, $, log f  (AZ 1 8’))2 dx = 0, if and only if Y = 0 
0 
for the SBDI process. Thus V is positive definite, and so V-1 exists. Theorem 
4.1.3 now follows from Theorem 4.1.2. 
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4.2. Asymptotic Least Squares 
One can do the same type of estimation as in the previous section with an 
analog of least squares, except thatf,,(h 16) need not be invertible for all 8 and A. 
In particular, anL time slice version of the SBDI process withL = 2 is considered 
here. Let 7 and 7 + t be the times of the two time slices, where t > 0 is an 
experimental parameter. The parameter space is then 8 = {(m, V, p, I, T): 
V , p, I, 7 E R+, - V < m < V). Note that r, the age of the process, is one of the 
parameters. 
For a square matrix B, let 11 B Ija = C C 1 b,, Ia. Let 
L(=)(B; fl,+) = & 2 llfxx (+- 1 e) - f(=) (+)ir , (4.2.1) 
84 
where f(*) is the L x L periodogram matrix, and f is the second-order spectral 
density matrix (2.1). 
In this section, only the special taper h = c#“, A = l7[-b, , b,], bI = r is 
used. 
It can be shown that 
uniformly on compact sets (cf. Proposition 4.1.1). L(6; j3) has a unique minimum 
at 0 = 8’, the true parameter value in 8. 
Note that (a/a) L(*)(e; fi, +) is a quadratic form in the random finite Fourier 
transforms @j’s of the same form as (a/ad) A(r)(B; p, 4) of Section 4.1. The 
analog of Theorem 4.1.2 can then be proved, and leads to the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2.1. (i) There exists a root 8, of (8/Z@) L(*)(B; /I, #) such that 
8, + 8’ as T + co, both in probability and almost surely. 
(ii) Let 8, be a consistent root as in part (i). 
(a) Suppose 
$=I if d>2, 
=+ if d=l. 
Then 
where 
Td’2(8T - 0’) % N(0, A-lVA-‘), as T+cq 
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(b) If+ = 1, d = 1, 
~1/2(& - 0’) 3 N(0, A-l( V + W) A-l), as T - co 
where 
where fabab is a fourth-order spectral density function, and fab is the (a, b)th com- 
P-t of fxx . 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
It can be shown that P12, the rate of convergence to normality in Theorems 
4.1.3 and 4.2.1, is no bigger than T1i2. Thus it does not improve matters any to 
take+> 1. 
The results involve a parameter 0 < /3 < a3. Only frequencies 1 X 1 < /3 
are used. If higher frequency contributions to spectral power are negligible, then 
it should be possible to extend these results where only numbers of individuals 
in small blocks are counted (cf. Shannon’s sampling theorem in time series). The 
limiting variance is “larger” for larger 8, but the ability to distinguish between 
parameter values is better for larger /3. In practice, p must still be chosen. 
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